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a much bigger version of the simplest promoting poetry anthology, this time as a hardback,
unique format, in Poems On The Underground shades all through initially released as a
hundred Poems at the Underground, this new 10th variation comprises over three hundred
extraordinary poems overall revenues now exceed 275,000 - on a countrywide basis, no longer
simply London dependent Timeless, unpretentious and idiosyncratic number of poetry, together
with many in translation and from numerous cultures
i used to be given this to read, to get extra in contact with poetry. I had a great deal of enjoyable
Poems On The Underground interpreting it: I simply dipped in and out, examining poems. there
has been a major variety, from Shakespeare to Ted Hughes to William Blake to Maya Angelou.
My favorite even though needed to be W. H. Auden's Song, which I have in mind from 4
Weddings and a Funeral. if you have no idea it, this is often the poem:"Stop all of the clocks,
bring to a halt the telephone,Prevent the puppy for, barking with a juicy bone,Silence the pianos
and with muffled drumBring out the coffin, allow the mourners come. enable aeroplanes circle
moaning overheadScribbling at the sky the message he's Dead,Put crêpe bows around the
white necks of the general public doves,Let the site visitors policemen put on black cotton
gloves.He used to be my North, my South, my East and West,My operating week and my
Sunday rest,My noon, my midnight, my talk, my song;I idea that love might final for ever: i used
to be wrong.The stars usually are not sought after now; positioned out each one,Pack up the
moon and dismantle the sun,Pour away the sea and sweep up the wood;For not anything now
can ever come to any good."I in truth cannot learn this poem with no choking up. it is so
attractive and sad. now not the entire poems Poems On The Underground are approximately
loss of life though, so do not worry. The poems will make you snigger and smile and think. they
are approximately love, death, life, every thing you could consider really. simply an all-round
impressive set of poems: rather well rounded. certainly recommended.
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